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Canisters

(Because the dispenser bottles are running low)

DesiStand Canister is a way to secure the logistics of disinfectants. In places where there are a
lot of people moving through, like shops, train stations or other public buildings a larger
container to pump from might save a lot of time.
Larger containers reduces the need of changing bottles that run out of liquid. Saving time. When
you buy a DesiStand Canister system you only need to add a pump to the container and the
system is ready.
As there is a lack of suitable bottles and especially pump bottles on the market, the Canister
version might be the sole solution to secure deliveries as you can use 5-10 liter containers.

DesiStand Canister comes flat packed and can be delivered
world wide. It is very easy to assemble and comes with tools
needed. It takes you no more than a few minutes to set it up.
The delivery includes the construction, fastening belt and an A4
poster holder with snap frames.
Depending on the canister model and the pump used the trigger
will be approximately 85-110cm up from the floor level. The plate
is 57cm from the floor +canister height +height of trigger on
pump.

Desistand Canister comes
equipped with an A4 size
poster holder. Excellent for
your messages and
instructions to visitors.

Aluminum snap frame poster
board with protective film.
21x30cm poster size

The weight of the system,
without a canister is 6,7kg and
the total height is 125-135cm
depending on how you
choose to place the poster
holder.

ABS plastic top
Aluminum constructions

Galvanized steel feet.
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